UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C.
ENFORCEMENT NOTICE REGARDING REFUNDS BY CARRIERS
GIVEN THE UNPRECEDENTED IMPACT OF THE
COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY ON AIR TRAVEL
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Office of Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings
(Aviation Enforcement Office), a unit within the Office of the General Counsel, is issuing this
notice to remind the traveling public, and U.S. and foreign carriers, operating at least one aircraft
having a seating capacity of 30 or more seats, that passengers should be refunded promptly when
their scheduled flights are cancelled or significantly delayed. Airlines have long provided such
refunds, including during periods when air travel has been disrupted on a large scale, such as the
aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks, Hurricane Katrina, and presidentially declared natural
disasters. Although the COVID-19 public health emergency has had an unprecedented impact on
air travel, the airlines’ obligation to refund passengers for cancelled or significantly delayed flights
remains unchanged.
The Department is receiving an increasing number of complaints and inquiries from ticketed
passengers, including many with non-refundable tickets, who describe having been denied refunds
for flights that were cancelled or significantly delayed. In many of these cases, the passengers
stated that the carrier informed them that they would receive vouchers or credits for future travel.
But many airlines are dramatically reducing their travel schedules in the wake of the COVID-19
public health emergency. As a result, passengers are left with cancelled or significantly delayed
flights and vouchers and credits for future travel that are not readily usable.
Carriers have a longstanding obligation to provide a prompt refund to a ticketed passenger when the
carrier cancels the passenger’s flight or makes a significant change in the flight schedule and the
passenger chooses not to accept the alternative offered by the carrier. 1 The longstanding obligation
of carriers to provide refunds for flights that carriers cancel or significantly delay does not cease
when the flight disruptions are outside of the carrier’s control (e.g., a result of government
restrictions). 2 The focus is not on whether the flight disruptions are within or outside the carrier’s
See Enhancing Airline Passenger Protections, 76 Fed. Reg. 23110-01, at 23129 (Apr. 25, 2011) (“We reject . . .
assertions that carriers are not required to refund a passenger's fare when a flight is cancelled if the carrier can
accommodate the passenger with other transportation options after the cancellation. We find it to be manifestly unfair
for a carrier to fail to provide the transportation contracted for and then to refuse to provide a refund if the passenger
finds the offered rerouting unacceptable (e.g., greatly delayed or otherwise inconvenient) and he or she no longer wishes
to travel.”)
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U.S. Dept. of Transportation, Aviation Consumer Protection, Refunds,
https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds (March 4, 2020) (“Am I Entitled to a
Refund? When the airline is at fault: Passengers are often entitled to a refund of the ticket price and associated fees
when the airline is at fault. . . . Cancelled Flight – A passenger is entitled to a refund if the airline cancelled a flight,
regardless of the reason, and the passenger chooses not to be rebooked on a new flight on that airline. . . . Schedule
Change/Significant Delay – A passenger is entitled to a refund if the airline made a significant schedule change and/or
significantly delays a flight and the passenger chooses not to travel.”).
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control, but rather on the fact that the cancellation is through no fault of the passenger. 3
Accordingly, the Department continues to view any contract of carriage provision or airline policy
that purports to deny refunds to passengers when the carrier cancels a flight, makes a significant
schedule change, or significantly delays a flight to be a violation of the carriers’ obligation that
could subject the carrier to an enforcement action. 4
In recognition of the fact that the COVID-19 public health emergency has had major impacts on the
airline industry, the Aviation Enforcement Office will exercise its prosecutorial discretion and
provide carriers an opportunity to become compliant before taking further action. Specifically, the
Aviation Enforcement Office will refrain from pursuing an enforcement action against a carrier that
provided passengers vouchers for future travel in lieu of refunds for cancelled or significantly
delayed flights during the COVID-19 public health emergency so long as: (1) the carrier contacts, in
a timely manner, the passengers provided vouchers for flights that the carrier cancelled or
significantly delayed to notify those passengers that they have the option of a refund; (2) the carrier
updates its refund policies and contract of carriage provisions to make clear that it provides refunds
to passengers if the carrier cancels a flight or makes a significant schedule change; and (3) the
carrier reviews with its personnel, including reservationists, ticket counter agents, refund personnel,
and other customer service professionals, the circumstances under which refunds should be made.
The Aviation Enforcement Office will monitor airline policies and practices and take enforcement
action as necessary.
Questions regarding this notice may be addressed to the Office of Aviation Enforcement and
Proceedings (C-70), U.S. Department of Transportation, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, S.E., Washington,
D.C. 20590.
By:
Blane A. Workie
Assistant General Counsel for
Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings
Dated: April 3, 2020
An electronic version of this document is available at http://www.dot.gov/airconsumer
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See Enhancing Airline Passenger Protections, 76 Fed. Reg. 23110-01, at 23129 (Apr. 25, 2011) (citing July 15, 1996
Industry Letter which advises carriers that “applying . . . nonrefundability/penalty provisions in situations in which the
change of flight time or travel date has been necessitated by carrier action or ‘an act of god’, e.g., where the carrier
cancels a flight for weather or mechanical reasons . . . is grossly unfair and it violates 49 U.S.C. 41712, as would any
contract of carriage or tariff provision mandating such a result” and putting carriers on notice that the Department “will
aggressively pursue any cases of this type that come to our attention”).
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